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Alphacool Powerbutton
with push-button 19mm
blue lighting - deep black

$33.99
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Short Description

The world renowned water cooling manufacturer, Alphacool, offers a new simple solution to start your PC
fast and easy with the Powerbutton. Most computers are under or on the side of your desk. In this position,
the start button is sometimes difficult to reach. Also modders usually like to remove or reposition the start
buttons differently to create something far nicer.
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Description

The world renowned water cooling manufacturer, Alphacool, offers a new simple solution to start your PC
fast and easy with the Powerbutton. Most computers are under or on the side of your desk. In this position,
the start button is sometimes difficult to reach. Also modders usually like to remove or reposition the start
buttons differently to create something far nicer.

With the Alphacool Powerbutton you can finally position your start button as you like, thanks to the 2m long
cable. Whether it is to the left or right of your keyboard or in front of your monitor, you will be able to enjoy
the freedom you recieve.

When your computer starts up, the power button will light up to give you feedback on the status of your PC.

The cable comes pre-assembled to the power button which is connected directly to your mainboard. At the
end of the cable is a Y-splitter to which the start button of the case is connected. So you can start and switch
off your computer either via the power button or as per usual via the case.

Specifications

Technical Details

Dimensions:
Diameter bottom: 50mm
Diameter tower: 45mm
Height: 49mm
Drill hole for switch: 19mm
Material: aluminum
Color: deep black
Cable length: 2m
LED color: blue

Scope of Delivery

1x Alphacool Powerbutton with push-button 19mm blue lighting - deep black
Manual
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-17435

Weight 0.3000

Color Black

LED Color Blue

Material Aluminum

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197174350


